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Or you may have the end that you can not suffer to live and you may be kill yourself.. or if the rumors are true, your dear ones may be killed. It will be a great loss to your
family and friends if you would be living in the underground. Anyway, what are your thoughts on the EdisonChen internet scandal? Slidin' past someone does not mean just

that, it means that you, quietly and calmly, slide past someone and continue on your way, unknown to those around you. I've had my fair share of wigs and hairstyles, too, so
I've learned to accept it. It's part of the career. It's part of the Hollywood lifestyle. It's part of the TV show industry. We'll never have the life that is not on camera. You're not

on camera. But you are. This industry takes over your life. It's very different from your "real" life. So there is a very fine line. There is a fine line between normal and not
normal. Right now, the line is blurred for Edison. And thats fine, he's living in the moment, and if this is his normal, then thats ok. Its been shown in the news that he is a

married man, and there's no drama there. I dont know anything about the guys personal life. I know that he is married, he was married when the incidents happened. I dont
know how long they've been married, and I dont know anything else. I never have talked to him about it. I was part of the show, I knew him back in the day, and now that I'm

not on the show, I moved on. And I dont know what he's been up to since. It's not my business to worry about him or anyone else, and i dont. I'm sure everything is ok.
Everyone's been asking about his family life. Theyre both off for a couple of months. His wife is in China, his daughter is in China. He keeps in touch with them. I'm sure theyre

fine.
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set, Jiang only wore her
lingerie and no
underwear. Her

husband and her co-
star avoided seeing

each other as much as
possible. She also told
the media that she and

Edison Chen did not
have sexual
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intercourse. Only a love
scene was filmed for

the movie. During the
making of the film,

Jiang told her story to
her ex-husband, posted
the video of their love
on her social media
and also chose to

remain single to avoid
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feeling any guilt after
the break up. No

wonder the couple
stayed together. The

list of Edison Chen's ex-
girlfriends is endless,
the most recent one

being Chinese
bombshell actress Liu

Tao. He dated the
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beautiful beauty from
2010 to 2012 but the
relationship went sour

after their physical
affair. They broke up
because of personal
issues. Although the

news was first reported
by the BBC, it became

a trending topic in
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Taiwan at the time. The
idea of a foreign

national having an
affair with a Taiwanese
actress was apparently
seen as outrageous to
a Taiwanese audience.

With Hisae being
pregnant and the news
of her recent breakup
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with Mark Cheng in the
news, it was suspected
that Mark Cheng was
behind the rumor. But
she also said that she

would not return to the
country again. At some

point, she began
texting him, and said
that she would never
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return to Taiwan. She
threatened to be a

single mother of two
children, the one being
Mark Cheng. She asked

him to return to his
country and stop

following her. With this,
it was then that her

career was on a down
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turn, and she received
no offers to co-star in
the movies she was
previously in. Her

acting was simply not
as inspiring as before.
For the past two years,
Edison has been seeing

the same Korean
reporter, and this led to
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the pregnancy. He was
still in Taiwan when the
rumor about the affair
and pregnancy began
to spread. 5ec8ef588b
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